A Crazy Conspiracy Theory? You Be The Judge....
By Rev. Angela Smith of COPE https://www.cope.church
My most pressing concern for Sean Stone was/is that Sacred Breath Academy is a cult
run by two grifters, one of whom resembles Sean Stone and is not Sean Stone. My fear
was that Sacred Breath Academy, being prone to international travel, totally unlicensed,
unqualified, and not accredited at all with no known address and using pseudonyms had
recruited Sean Stone with the intent of disappearing him and having the male co-founder
(known as Aeleo) of Sacred Breath Academy steal his identity. Some of the evidence
reinforcing said concerns and/or fears is at https://www.healonline.org/fullsbaexchange.pdf . But, I'm going to put the basis with some reinforcement
of this theory here for your consideration.
Kaya aka Danielle Leigh claims a lot of things including that she's never gone by "Kaya
Azure":

But, Skype tells a different story:

Below is what "Aeleo Azure" looks like:

And, this is what Sean Stone looks like:

Who is the "father" of "Sacred Breath Academy" with Danielle/Kaya as the mother?
Danielle references "Sacred Breath Academy" as her child in the e-mail exchange at
http://www.heal-online.org/fullsbaexchange.pdf So, see how I might get the idea Sean's
life was in danger though from a cult running a grift using pseudonyms operating without
any licensing and mobile? And, how Aeleo/Joffrey does resemble Sean and how a lot of
international travel is involved and then the threats when all I did was ask about
accreditation, qualifications, and licensing? So, just FYI... From my perspective that's
part of the whole picture.

The father of Sacred Breath Academy is "Aeleo Azure", NOT Sean Stone.

Whether you feel I've solved a mystery here, satisfied my own curiosity and/or yours, or
established a reasonable basis for showing excessive concern for the safety of Sean Stone
is up to you. I accept Feedback as does my church and mission. Learn more at
https://www.cope.church/feedback.htm .
Before you decide, you may wish to consider the following.... Danielle/Kaya claimed on
7/11/19 that she and Sean Stone had been in a relationship at that time for over 8 months
placing the time they started "dating" as November or December, 2018.

So, you notice Danielle/Kaya states that Sean didn't know any details about her work at
Sacred Breath Academy until they were in a relationship while stating the relationship
has been for over 8 months now placing the time they began any relationship considered
a "relationship" in November/December, 2018.
But, Sean Stone posted the following to Facebook on August 30th, 2018:

That was a red flag for me because of the name of the original post being "Sacred Breath
Academy" which sounded like something that likely should be on the watch-list and was
potentially responsible for the hacking, harassment, spoofing, that began in April/May,
2018 and went on for a while with still some skirmishes. And, Sean Stone e-mailed me
on August 25th, 2018 to say:

And, Danielle/Kaya said Sean stopped responding to me before they began dating.

So, to me it suggests or reinforces that Danielle/Kaya of Sacred Breath Academy and
Sean Stone WERE NOT IN A RELATIONSHIP on August 25th, 2018. And, given
Danielle/Kaya's timeline of events and statements, they didn't start dating until
November/December, 2018 which was subsequent to my adding Sacred Breath Academy
to the watch-list because it is academic, healthcare, and for profit "spiritual leadership
training" fraud as well as a cult. See https://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm for more
on that.
You may notice Danielle/Kaya claims "rebirthingbreathwork.com" is similar to her own
work. But, in her first reply she said:

So, I've made no false claims but believe it is clearly evident who has been making false
claims and committing fraud among other torts/crimes depending on jurisdiction.
My credentials are available at https://www.cope.church/credentials.pdf with additional
information at https://www.cope.church/goodshepherd.htm and I believe I am more than
qualified to research frauds, cults, and human trafficking fronts. But, there I go
responding again to someone incapable of learning who likely won't ever read this either.
That's sad.
But, I still maintain that Sean Stone is innocent enough and that he is a victim of undue
influence by what to me is clearly a coercive thought reform neo-fascist cult disguised as
"spiritual leadership" of some sort. The constant contradictions in terms must cause a lot
of confusion for Sean Stone given his exposure to it and that's why I still believe he needs
a rescue even if you disagree. But, he's a man so by law has to rescue himself unless
adjudicated incompetent which is often a fate worse than death. So, this is the best I can
do as a person who perpetually and loyally extends friendship to Sean Stone whether he
likes it or not.
Now, for those looking for evidence that I was hacked, spoofed, had keystroke viruses,
and trolled, here's that evidence. First, evidence of the trolls/spoofs https://www.healonline.org/fakesandmore.pdf and there is much more. And, evidence I've been hacked
involves video I'm not including here and additional evidence not provided here. This is

just to establish that it happened and happens. I attempted to identify the origin of
breaches to my system but found those recognized to be blocked by my firewalls
(hardware and software) with records of successful breaches showing foreign and/or
untraceable IP addresses which is out of jurisdiction for US authorities to whom I did
report the issue and fully understand why having too many suspects, no legally
quantifiable harm (no loss of money or property valued at over $5K and no bodily harm),
and perpetrators being outside of US authority are barriers to justice in my case. But, I
present this now to show I was hacked, there have been breaches to my system, and while
I believe all the threats have been quarantined or removed, I can't guarantee that nor can
any provider of computer security services.

I hope you understand that until an anti-malware program has identified and found a
solution for the threat, a clean scan doesn't necessarily mean a "clean machine". But, I do
use two compatible anti-malware programs and have multiple software and hardware
firewalls, including external firewalls. And, with the fact that even the NSA gets
breached at times, you can't really expect a small grassroots church and mission to have
better security, can you? If you can, expect to be disappointed more often than not.
But, among those I suspect to be responsible for some of the breaches includes Sacred
Breath Academy, Patti Bonchek, and UHS, Inc as a result of the following (though I don't
have beyond circumstantial evidence such as that below to pinpoint any suspects and
that's not enough for a warrant nor is the damage/harm as explained above):

I assisted and/or at times collaborated with the SEIU on the UHS Behind Closed Doors
campaign. And, that was throughout the duration of the above issues with my system as
shown. So, this may present reasonable doubt regarding the guilt of any specific party
while I still maintain my own innocence and believe Sean Stone to be a victim too.
UHS Inc is the current owner of Provo Canyon School. Was this a COINTELPRO? If
so, I did my best to reverse it. And, if Patti Bonchek was a red herring for UHS Inc
and/or Sacred Breath Academy, she's the only one of the three that admitted to being a
hacker/"white hat" in communications. UHS Inc has been arguably nicer to me than
Sacred Breath Academy so without more evidence I'm left to suspect the worst. And
you?

